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Overview

£ U.S. and foreign companies must hold a facility security clearance (FCL) issued by their respective 
governments to support U.S. classified contracts and projects.

£ U.S. government contracting activities (GCAs) and/or cleared U.S. prime contractors (Primes) 
award classified contracts to qualified cleared bidders.

– Successful bidder must hold an FCL at the level of the classified contract award, e.g., Secret or 
Top Secret.

– Classified contract awards by GCAs/Primes to foreign industry generally may not occur unless 
the U.S. and the applicable foreign country have entered into a General Security of Military 
Information Agreement and an Industrial Security Annex/Agreement.
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FCL Sponsorship

£ Foreign companies are not eligible for U.S. FCLs.

£ U.S. companies that lack an FCL may be sponsored for an U.S. FCL.

– Sponsor may be a GCA or cleared Prime.

– Sponsorship must be based on a legitimate need to access classified information, e.g., the intending award of a 
classified contract.

– Foreign-owned U.S. companies are eligible to obtain a U.S. FCL provided their foreign ownership, control or 
influence (FOCI) factors are mitigated and approved by the applicable U.S. government authority.

• For example, a U.S. company owned 100% by a Japanese company might obtain a U.S. FCL provided the 
proposed FOCI mitigation arrangement is acceptable to the applicable U.S. government Cognizant Security 
Agency (CSA) & other factors are acceptable to the CSA, e.g., the Japanese government’s record of 
enforcement and/or engagement in unauthorized technology transfer. 
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CSA Role

£ Four CSAs: Department of Defense (DoD), Department of Energy, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission & the Office of the Director of National Intelligence.

– The DoD delegated the CSA mission to the DoD’s Defense Security Service (DSS).

– Mission: The provision of security administration and oversight of cleared U.S. 
industry.

– 31 User Agencies (departments and agencies), e.g., the Department of Justice, the 
Federal Communications Commission, have entered into agreements with the DoD 
for security administration and oversight support of their cleared contractors.

• DSS provides support to the 31 User Agencies’ cleared contractors.
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DSS Mission

£ DSS responsible for providing security administration and oversight of the 
majority of cleared U.S. industry.

£ DSS oversight role: Conducts security vulnerability assessments (SVAs), 
i.e., security reviews/inspections, on a periodic basis and provides advice & 
assistance to cleared industry pertaining to industrial security matters, i.e., 
the provision of counterintelligence briefings.

£ DSS also reviews FCL sponsorship requests and processes U.S. companies 
for FCLs.
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DSS Pivoting to a New Method of Oversight

£ Currently DSS conducts SVAs of cleared industry based on the U.S.’s National 
Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM), which addresses the 
baseline industrial security requirements that cleared companies must implement 
where applicable.

£ DSS transitioning to a new method of oversight based on a number of reasons.

– The threat to U.S. technology and intellectual property is greater than ever.

– The globalization of business, which creates risks, e.g., joint ventures.

– NISPOM not nimble to counter current and future threats to cleared industry.
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DSS Risk-based Analysis & Mitigation 
(RBAM)

£ DSS’ RBAM will consist of four steps.

– Identification by DSS of a cleared company’s assets.

– Determine which cleared companies require immediate focus.

– Identification by DSS of each companies vulnerabilities & 
determination of ways to protect the vulnerabilities.

– DSS & each cleared company develop a tailored security plan.
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Key Take Aways

£ Performing in the U.S. classified market requires a commitment to 
security excellence.

£ Non-conformance with U.S. government industrial security 
requirements might result in negative repercussions depending on 
the degree of non-conformance. 

– A company’s FCL could be invalidated by DSS.

– A company’s FCL could be administratively terminated by DSS.
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